
Health, Hygiene, & Specialties
Always Advancing to Protect What’s Important
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Health

Surgical & Infection Prevention

• Lamination: breathable & non-breathable 

• Nonwoven fabrics: absorbent & barrier 

• Adhesive tapes & films

• Surgical equipment cover films

About the Health, Hygiene, & 
Specialties Division

We’re always advancing to protect patients and 
healthcare workers by developing and delivering the 
highest performing solutions to the medical and 
pharmaceutical sectors though a global footprint 
that fulfills our customers’ needs.

We’re Always Advancing
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We’re always advancing to protect patients and 
healthcare workers by developing and delivering the 
highest performing solutions to the medical and 
pharmaceutical sectors though a global footprint 
that fulfils our customers’ needs.

We’re Always Advancing

Health
About the Health, Hygiene, & 
Specialties Division

Medical Packaging

• Lamination: breathable & non-breathable 

• Nonwoven fabrics: absorbent & barrier 

• Adhesive tapes & films

• Surgical equipment cover films
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Always advancing to protect patients and 
healthcare workers by developing and delivering the 
highest performing solutions to the medical and 
pharmaceutical sectors though a global footprint 
that fulfils our customers’ needs.

We’re Always Advancing

Health
About the Health, Hygiene, & 
Specialties Division

Pharmaceutical Packaging

• Bottles, jars, tubes & vials

• Child-resistant & tamper-evident closures 

• Ophthalmic packaging 

• Drug delivery devices 

• Transdermal patches 

• Nasal sprays
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Always advancing to protect patients and 
healthcare workers by developing and delivering the 
highest performing solutions to the medical and 
pharmaceutical sectors though a global footprint 
that fulfils our customers’ needs.

We’re Always Advancing

Hygiene
About the Health, Hygiene, & 
Specialties Division

Personal Care Products

Nonwovens, films, & 
laminates:

• Baby diapers & pull-ups  

• Baby wipes

• Feminine pads  

• Incontinence briefs  

• Personal care wipes  

• Printed back sheet

• Breathable film laminates

• Elastic film laminates

• Siliconized films

• Aperture films 
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Hygiene
About the Health, Hygiene, & 
Specialties Division

Always advancing to enhance consumers' quality of 
life by providing innovative cost-effective material 
solutions that improve skin and overall health, 
while helping keep products clean and safe in use.

We’re Always Advancing

Hygiene & Wipes Packaging

• Bundling films

• Premade bags, printed & unprinted

• Wipes packaging

• Wipes re-closable lidding
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Always advancing to be the essential partner in key markets 
around the world by providing high performance solutions 
to protect and create value for our customers.

We’re Always Advancing

Specialties
About the Health, Hygiene, & 
Specialties Division

Consumer & Professional Wipes

• Consumer cleaning, hard surface disinfecting & laundry

• Institutional cleaning, sanitizing and disinfecting

Filtration Media

• Air filtration

• Liquid filtration 

• Support layer
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Specialties
About the Health, Hygiene, & 
Specialties Division

Infrastructure & Land Management

• Weather barriers & roof underlay

• Geosynthetics

• Pipeline protection & cable wraps 

• Crop & forestry protection  

Specialized Industrial Solutions

• Composites

• Technical materials

• Flexible intermediate bulk containers
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Our Technologies

Raw Materials Formulation Bonding Finishing

Are solving material challenges around the world…

Resins & Fibers

• Polypropylene 

• Polyethylene 

• Polyester 

• Elastomer

• Polylactide

• Viscose

• Pulp 

• Tissue  

• Cotton 

• Bi-component 

• Mineral

• Additives

Spunlaid & Meltblown

• Bico

• Filament Shapes

Carded

Proprietary

• Reemay® 

• Meltex™ 

Cast Film & Coating

• Breathable

• Embossed

• Smooth

Blown Film 

Rigid Molding

• Injection

• Blow

• Thermoforming

Calendering

• Performance

• Soft 

• Pattern 

Fiber Bonding

• Through-Air

• Hydroentangling

• Spunlace

• Spinlace® 

• APEX® 

• Adhesive

• Resin Bond

• Thermal

• Needlepunch

Surface Treatments

• Surfactant

• Repellent

Printing Coating

Laminating

• Adhesive

• Ultrasonic

• Extrusion

Stretch Activating

Silicone Coating

Embossing & Aperturing

Spooling & Slitting

Bag/Pouch Making

Liner & Desiccant Insertion

Converting

Folding

Forming

Assembly

Packaging
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What Do We Do?

• Provide full design & centralized program management

• Support multiple site manufacturing options

• Scalability that can accelerate market access & penetration

Complete Solutions Provider

How Do We Do It?

• Strong technical & operations teams

• State of the art facilities in key regions around the world

• Flexibility & speed in development

• Superior quality standards & regulatory expertise to 
execute even the most complex projects
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Complete Solutions Provider

Global Footprint
with large and small 
scale contract capabilities, 
using state of the art 
manufacturing operations

Local Development
team support for new 
& ongoing programs

World-class R&D Facilities
that offer the very best in 
material science, process 
technology & expertise

Product Testing
and compliance in 
accordance with the U.S. 
and the EU regulatory 
requirements
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Streamline with a partner who can truly innovate & 
add value across your supply chain & around the world

Product differentiation & performance advantage 
from world-leading assets & our technical team

Partnership

Lead

Simplify

Partnering for growth with business 
& product solutions from a trusted, 
responsive global leader

Performance advantage by sourcing specialty 
materials from Berry Global

Added value to your customers through superior 
service & the widest range of solutions

Deliver

Gain

• Complete solutions provider

• Delivering advanced solutions & supply chain efficiencies

• Consistent high quality

• Depth & breadth of nonwoven, rigid, plastics 
& film portfolios

• User-focused innovation 

• Economic leadership  
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We specialize in 
designing packaging 
that marries creativity 
& functionality to 
meet end users’ needs 
& desires. From our 
design studio to our 
advanced model shop, 
we bring project 
designs into reality for 
our clients.

A State-of-the-Art
Design Studio

Blue Clover Studios

We blend inspiration with your vision and brand 
essence to create winning designs.

Our design team focuses on finding the right spot 
between what is imaginable and what is 
manufacturable.

From 3D renders to our full service model shop, 
we have the tools necessary to breathe life into 
the future of your brand.

A state-of-the-art design studio

Creativity Meets Functionality:

Designing for the World’s Leading Brands:

Bringing Packaging to Life:
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Health
High-Performance Protection

Trusted supplier & 
innovative partner across a 
broad range of healthcare 
applications
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Hygiene
Personal Care

Specialty materials for 
protection, comfort, & 
convenience
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Specialties
Safer, Cleaner, & More Productive

Solutions that deliver 
unique performance 
advantages 
for customers



Thank You
Questions?


